Introduction
Quartz is a formal development method for concurrent real-time programs.
It comprises
• real-time requirements specification in a variant of the Z notation,
• concurrent and sequential program development using formal refinement rules, and
• construction of Ada-like high-level language programs annotated with precise timing constraints.
This article introduces some of the features of the Quartz method via a detailed example.
Background
Motivation. Development of concurrent real-time programs is among the greatest challenges currently facing computer science [1] . Such programs are needed for safety-critical systems, so guaranteeing their correctness is vital. Satisfying precise timing constraints demands a great deal of rigour from programmers. Real-time software is thus expensive to manufacture to the degree of timing predictability needed. Formal methods of program specification and development (refinement) introduce mathematical rigour to software development, so new international standards are mandating their use for high-integrity applications [2] .
Nevertheless, formalisms that embrace both real-time and concurrency requirements are only just emerging. Many formal specification and programming language notations have been proposed for real-time systems yet few development approaches link the two. The Quartz project is integrating and extending this past work to produce a viable method.
Enabling technologies. The Quartz method is made possible by a number of recent software engineering advances.
• Formal specification languages such as Z have proven flexible enough to describe behaviour at many levels of abstraction. Agreed-upon notations for expressing concurrency and timing are still lacking, but simple extensions such as 'action systems' allow reactive systems to be modelled (see box).
• Refinement methods offer formal rules for deriving a high-level language (HLL) program from its specification. Program development and verification thus proceed in lockstep. To date these techniques have been limited to sequential, untimed programs, but new rules are appearing for concurrent and real-time systems.
In this article we demonstrate how these emerging methods can be used together in development of a real-time program.
Overview
The Quartz method encompasses real-time software development from formal requirements specification through to high-level language code.
Real-time specification. Development begins with a formal description of both functional and timing requirements. A real-time specification says not only what to do, but when to do it.
Real-time program development. The programmer uses formal rules to derive program code, and its timing constraints, from the specification. Reasonableness checks can be applied to the timing constraints as they are produced in order to determine, as early as possible, whether development is proceeding in the right direction.
High-level language program and timing constraints. The resulting HLL code is accompanied by precise timing constraints discovered during code development. Such constraints must be retained until formally discharged. Typically this requires detailed knowledge of the execution environment available only at compile time.
Program refinement tanslates abstract 'specifications' into more concrete 'implementations' by repeated application of mathematically-based rules. The Quartz method is 'integrated' in that it seeks to use the same refinement formalism at all levels of abstraction. In practice refinement in Quartz occurs at two distinct, but interrelated, levels.
Concurrent components.
At the highest level a system design is constructed in terms of a number of parallel, interacting components. The top-level specification defines the behaviour of observable system variables over all time, via their allowable traces (histories). Refinement rules used at this level manipulate whole traces [3] . The absolute time domain acts as an index to the traces. The requirement is refined to a set of parallel component specifications, from which a skeletal program design in the target programming language can be extracted [4] .
Sequential development. Each concurrent component is then independently refined using rules similar to well-known sequential refinement rules [5] . This introduces the low-level state changes that, in sequence, create the traces specified above. Time can be represented via an auxiliary specification variable which is manipulated by the refinement rules like any other. This stage of development results in a description expressed in an 'executable subset' of the specification notation that corresponds to high-level language programming constructs [6] . Many side conditions involving execution times may not yet have been fully discharged, however, and are subject to further timing analysis [7] .
Example
The following example shows the major steps involved during development of a small embedded program using the Quartz methodology.
Requirement. The goal is to develop an embedded program that processes data from sporadic inputs quickly enough so that no inputs are lost. Values in the range 0 to 3599 appear at irregular intervals, in variable 'in', with a minimum separation of 135 milliseconds. These values represent the number of seconds that have elapsed in the current 'wall time' hour. The program must divide each such number by 60 and place the remainder in variable 'out'. This produces a value in the range 0 to 59; variable out will be used to display the number of seconds that have elapsed in the current minute. Inputs are not buffered, so in order to keep up with the worst-case input frequency each output must be computed in under 135 milliseconds.
To avoid too easy a solution, assume the target programming language has no 'remainder' operator (or that the implementation of division is known to be too slow for our needs).
Real-time specification. A discrete notion of time is sufficient for this example, so the absolute time domain T is defined to be the natural numbers. Schema In tells us that each input value in is a number between 0 and 3599, and is accompanied by a timestamp inTime recording its moment of arrival. Similarly, schema Out declares each output value out to be a natural number, timestamped by outTime.
Schema Environ defines the incoming data stream. It declares a sequential 'history' inHist of timestamped input values. The predicate states our environmental assumption that all distinct inputs have their timestamps separated by at least 135 milliseconds.
In such an environment our goal is to then develop a program which will produce outputs as defined by schema System. It declares a trace outHist of timestamped output values. The predicate has two parts. The first says that the size of the history of incoming values can only ever exceed that of the outgoing values by at most one. The second part defines the desired link between the input and output values. It says that each output value must appear within 135 milliseconds of the corresponding input, and that each output value is the remainder of dividing the input value by 60.
Concurrent component development.
From such a specification we can devise an overall system design that achieves this behaviour, as shown by the action system in Figure 2 .
Initially the two timestamping variables inTime and outTime are asserted to be zero. Future behaviour is then defined via two atomic actions, Input and Output.
Input can occur only when there are no unprocessed inputs, i.e., when the timestamp for the latest output is as great as that for the latest input. It implicitly produces a new input value-in is allowed to change to any value in its type. (By Z convention, a primed variable name, e.g., inTime , denotes a final value, and an unprimed one an initial value. The '∆In' notation tells us that in and inTime are both free to change. Notation 'ΞOut' says that none of the variables in schema Out change.) Furthermore, the predicate tells us that the timestamp associated with this event must exceed its previous value by at least 135.
Action Output, which may occur only when the most recent input has not yet resulted in a corresponding output, calculates a new value for out, and does so within 135 milliseconds of the moment when the most recent input was produced.
The system description in Figure 2 says nothing about how synchronisation between the input and output actions is to be achieved. The guards merely denote conditions that must hold for the actions to occur. The system could be implemented by a sequential interleaving of input and output actions, or by two appropriately synchronised concurrent actions [3] .
At this level of abstraction constructs such as 'do. . .od' are logical only. They belong to the action system model, not the target programming language, and thus incur no run-time overheads. The particular notation used here mixes Z schemata with guarded command language constructs [8] .
The Input and Output abstractions do not necessarily define an execution-time duration for the operations that will implement them. Time variables inTime and outTime merely mark deadlines by which significant 'events' (externally-observable state changes) take place, not the passage of processor time. Thus the difference between inTime and inTime in the first action does not suggest that an implementation of this action must consume more than 135 milliseconds of processor time, merely that an implementation must perform state changes that are observable at these times.
Formal proof that Figure 2 is a valid development of Figure 1 follows from the definition of the trace-semantics underlying action systems [3] . The proof obligation is to show that the next-state relation defined by actions Input and Output can only create histories that obey the constraints expressed by Environ and System. This simple example involved only two parallel actions. In more complex applications, however, we introduce explicit models of multi-tasking components, such as periodic and sporadic tasks, protected shared variables, and the run-time scheduler [9] . Real-time scheduling theory is then invoked to discharge the proof obligation [4] .
Sequential code development. At this point the concurrent components are independently refined to sequential high-level programming language code. Figure 3 shows a particular development of the Output action.
We have assumed a 'shared variable' mapping [3] of the system in Figure 2 to a physical configuration in which the Output action is released to execute, without preemption, no more than 5 milliseconds from the arrival of each input. This small delay accounts for the synchronisation and context switching overhead between the Input and Output actions. The two actions must be mutually exclusive, since they share variable in, so execute in a strict interleaving. Under these circumstances the rest of the time remaining before the Output deadline can be treated as the acceptable worst-case execution time for the implementation. This is represented in Remainder by expressing the duration of the requirement, i.e., the difference between its finishing and starting times, as being less than 130 milliseconds.
Time variable now is introduced in schema Time to denote the passage of available processor time. It is linked to the two time markers inTime and outTime, always being the larger of the two when an observable event occurs. Figure 3 also constrains ∆Time so that now cannot go backwards.
Well-known sequential refinement rules [8] can be used from this point onwards. In this instance development of schema Remainder from Output is justified in terms of traditional 'add new variable' and 'strengthen postcondition' rules.
Knowing that the target language has no suitable division capability, the programmer now decides to calculate the remainder via repeated subtraction. Anticipating the iterative code, the first step is to split the problem into two sequential components as shown in Figure 4 . The first component is intended to establish the loop invariant, while the second represents the loop itself. (The final, primed, state of the first component becomes the initial, unprimed, state of the second. This intermediate state does not appear in the traces defined by the action system of Figure 2 , where action Output is considered atomic, so there is no need to justify this step against the trace model; sequential refinement rules are sufficient.)
In this step the proof obligation requires the sum of the execution times for the two components to be compatible with the overall execution time specified in Remainder . A decision was made to specify the execution time of Init as no more than 4 milliseconds, and therfore the Loop requirement has less than 126 milliseconds available. This illustrates the way that timing considerations create interdependencies between otherwise independent components. For this reason, it is usually best to avoid introducing particular timing values too early.
The Init operation, which merely sets out to equal in, can be readily mapped to the HLL program shown in Figure 5 since it is of a form corresponding to a specification 'template' for assignment statements. The program code on the left is still accompanied by the timing specification, acting as an undischarged proof obligation, because we have not yet proven that the assignment can be executed in the specified time.
Development of the Loop requirement is more challenging. Proving realtime properties of iterative code typically involves identifying a 'timed' loop invariant [10] , as shown in Figure 6 . Here the programmer has introduced two temporary logical constants out0 and now 0 with values fixed to the initial values of the corresponding variables when the loop began. The loop itself is re-expressed as an operation that maintains invariant invLoop, and terminates with the final value of out strictly less than 60.
The invariant defines the functional requirement by stating that out is always less than its initial value out0 by some whole multiple of 60. In the final state, when out is less than 60, and this invariant is true, then out must equal the required remainder of integer division. Furthermore, in order to make progress towards termination while maintaining the invariant, out must decrease by at least 60 with each iteration. Knowing that the maximum value of in is 3599, the programmer can then determine the worst case number of iterations n to be 59.
The second conjunct of invariant invLoop defines the maximum time that can have elapsed, since now 0, as a function of n and two time constants, i and f . These constants denote the timing overheads associated with entering and exiting a loop statement. Unlike the 'imaginary' iteration construct used in Figure 2 , a programming language loop will incur real time penalties in its implementation. The two times mentioned here are the initial overhead of reaching the loop guard for the first time i , and the final overhead of evaluating the (false) guard and exiting the loop f . In this instance the programmer has wisely chosen not to guess what values these overheads will eventually take, but has left them as symbolic constants, to be instantiated later.
Interestingly, the real-time and functional behaviours are inextricably linked. The invariant states that the timing behaviour is proportional to 'n' times the overhead of each loop, where n is determined by the program variables.
Given the maximum execution time for Loop of under 126 milliseconds, and knowing that there may be up to 59 iterations, the programmer has stated that the overall timing constraint can be satisfied if the loop entry and exit overheads are under 8 milliseconds and each iteration takes at most 2 milliseconds. By defining this timing invariant the programmer has partitioned the timing constraint even further, choosing a particular method of satisfying Loop, and can undertake some 'reasonableness' checks on the specified timing behaviour, even without knowing the actual values associated with the constants. Since no negative values are required to meet the goal, the programmer is given some confidence that the timing obligation is satisfiable. However, there is not yet a guarantee that the particular combination of target languages, compiler and processor can meet the requirement! A specification in such a form can be readily translated into equivalent HLL code as shown in Figure 7 [10] . Two new invariants are easily calculated from invLoop by allowing for the time g required to evaluate the (true) guard and reach the loop body, and the time r to return from the end of the loop body to re-evaluate the guard. Invariant invStart is always true at the moment the loop body is about to start executing, because the guard has been evaluated one more time than the body itself has executed. Invariant invEnd is true at the end of the body, when the guard and body have been executed the same number of times, but the overhead of returning to the guard has yet to be encountered.
Loop body Subtract can then be mapped to the target programming language as shown in Figure 8 . The specific timing constraint was devised from the 'difference' between invariants invEnd and invStart. If the duration of the loop body is no more than that specified, then the two timing invariants are guaranteed to be respected. (The timing constraint on the loop body is quite demanding, requiring the subtraction to be performed in no more than 2 milliseconds, and possibly less depending on the values of g and r .)
High-level language program and timing constraints. Figure 9 collects the above steps together and shows the final HLL program developed from the specification in Figure 3 , in an Ada-like syntax augmented with timing specifications. Lines 1, 5, 6 and 9 are executable statements defining the functional behaviour of the program. Initially it sets out to equal in, then repeatedly subtracts 60 from out until it no longer exceeds 60.
The remaining lines (2, 3, 4, 7, 8 and 10) represent as-yet-unproven timing constraints discovered during the course of the refinement. For instance, line 2 is conjoined to the assignment statement on line 1 to tell us that this statement may take no more than 4 milliseconds. Similarly, lines 7 and 8 constrain the final implementation of the code on line 6 to satisfy invariants inStart and invEnd , and so on.
The timing variables and constants, e.g., now and out0, are logical and serve to define proof obligations only. No memory space will be required for them. Similarly, no object code will be generated for the various timing constraints. However, the program cannot be considered complete until it has been formally proven that the final machine code generated for the functional statements will always satisfy these constraints.
How this final timing analysis is done would fill another article! We briefly note, however, that timing prediction methods and tools are available that can potentially be applied to time-decorated HLL programs such as that produced above. These work either experimentally [11] , or using proof techniques [12] . Such timing analyses can be undertaken at compile time [13] , or with a special purpose tool [14] . Furthermore, new timing analysis techniques are on the horizon that will potentially make discharge of these timing properties quite accurate, even for pipelined RISC architectures [15] .
Conclusion
The Quartz method treats time as a first-class concept, given importance in the development process equal to that of functional behaviour. By modelling the software development process within a unified framework it leads to increased confidence in the correctness of real-time code development.
The example shown in this article involved a considerable degree of complexity to produce what ultimately proved to be a small program. Nevertheless, while small, the example was far from trivial. Iterative code typically involves subtle reasoning about loop invariants. In this case we have shown how the dimension of time is smoothly integrated into this process.
The example also concluded with a number of precise, but unproven, timing obligations on the final machine code. In a companion project we are developing a refinement-based formalism for high-level language program compilation that will be used to prove such obligations against a model of the target architecture [7] . Coupled with the results described in this article, such research promises to give us a complete formal development path from real-time specifications to executable time-verified machine code.
Action systems
Action systems [3] are one of several similar formalisms for modelling concurrent behaviour. They use an interleaving model to conservatively build on the experience gained with sequential specification and refinement methods.
An action system is represented as an initialised loop:
The initial state definition I is followed by one or more actions A i . Each such action is a guarded command:
The guard G defines the environmental 'assumptions' under which the action may occur and the body B defines its 'effect'. The semantics of such a loop is determined by the set of traces it may exhibit, where each trace is a history of externally-observable state changes, one per iteration.
Usually such a loop describes a sequential system, but it can also model interleaved concurrent behaviour because no ordering is imposed on independent actions. A particular advantage of the approach is that the same system description can map to a number of different implementations, such as a sequential one, a concurrent implementation with variables shared between mutually-exclusive actions, or a parallel implementation with process interaction represented by joint actions shared among processes.
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